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Dynamic task scheduling
• Work-sharing
• Work-stealing

Background

Complex parallel arch. 1. Multi-socket multi-core
2. Asymmetric multi-core
3. DVFS-enabled multi-core
4. GPU
…

Pn …

Pi …



Directed Acyclic Graph

Parallel program: Directed Acyclic Graph (DAG)
• Node: a task that must be executed sequentially 

without preemption
• Edge: dependence relationship among the nodes



Task-sharing

Worker 1 Worker 2 Worker 3 Worker 4

Task
Task
Task
Task

Lock the central task pool when getting a task

Task

LockUnlock

Central task pool

LockUnlock



Task-stealing

Worker 1 Worker 2 Worker 3 Worker 4

Task
Task

Task
Task
Task

Task
Task

LockUnlock

Task

Task

Task

Task

Tasks are scheduled to workers randomly



Task-sharing and Task-stealing

Task-sharing Task-stealing

p All the workers get tasks 
from a central task pool

p Lock the central task 
pool whenever a worker 
tries to get a task from it

p Each worker has a task 
pool, and get task from its 
own task pool mostly.

p Lock the victim worker’s 
task pool when a worker 
tries to steal a task from it



Problems in existing task scheduling

Does not consider shared cache

Does not consider NUMA 

Does not consider asymmetric multi-core architecture

Does not consider energy efficiency

Does not consider multi-programming

…



CAB: Cache Aware Bi-tier Task-stealing 
in Multi-socket Multi-core Architecture



Heat distribution problem

pSimulate heat distribution of a metal plate
p The value of a point is calculated according to 

the four points around it



Example parallel program

cilk void foo(int start, int end) {
if(end – start <= 2)

Compute(…); 
else {

int half = (start + end) /2;
spawn foo (start, half);
spawn foo (half, end);
sync;
….
}

}
Share data



DAG of the program

l Only the leaf tasks access data, i. e.,  T4, T5, T6, T7
l All the upper tasks divide the data set into two parts recursively
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Two possible scheduling

C0 C1

T4 T5

Socket  0

C2 C3

T7 T6

Socket  1

C0 C1

T4 T6

Socket  0

C2 C3

T7 T5

Socket  1

Optimal one

Non-optimal one

Dual-socket Dual-core architecture



Cache Aware Bi-tier Task-stealing

pDAG Partitioning
pUse boundary level BL to partition DAG into two tiers: 

Inter-socket tier and Intra-socket tier
pBL is a boundary level in the DAG

pTask-scheduling
pSchedule inter-socket tasks among sockets
pSchedule intra-socket tasks within the same socket



DAG partitioning
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BL = 2

pT4 and T5 are scheduled in the same socket
pT6 and T7 are scheduled in the same socket

pT2 and T3 are called leaf inter-socket tasks



pLoad unbalance among sockets
pLarge data set for leaf inter-socket tasks
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pLoad unbalance within socket
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pHow to divide a DAG into two tiers optimally?



Automatic DAG partitioning method

Three restrictions in choosing BL
l Ensure the number of leaf inter-socket tasks is big 

enough (at least the number of sockets)

l Ensure the data set of leaf inter-socket tasks can fit 
into the shared cache 

l Load balance within socket



Compute Optimal BL

M-socket N-core platform
Divides input data into B parts recursively
Shared cache size of each socket is Sc

Input data size is Sd

𝐵"#$% ≥ 𝑀

𝑆) 𝐵"#$%⁄ ≤ 𝑆,

(1st)        (1)    

(2nd)        (2)    
3rd

(4)

(3)



Runtime architecture of CAB

C0

L2 or  L3 Cache
Socket  0

I nt er - socket  
t ask pool

I nt r a- socket  
t ask pool

C1

L2 or  L3 Cache
Socket  1

I nt er - socket  
t ask pool

I nt r a- socket  
t ask pool

C3C2

W0 W1 W2 W3

Squad 0 Squad 1



Bi-tier task-stealing algorithm

A free worker gets task from four levels

Worker

Its intra-socket task pool

Task pools in the same socket

Its socket’s inter-socket task pool

Other inter-socket task pools

Intra-socket tier

Inter-socket tier



Restrictions in CAB

pA squad can only execute one inter-socket task 
simultaneously

pOnly 1 worker in each squad can steal inter-
socket tasks

pDo not allow to steal intra-socket tasks across 
squads



CAB runtime algorithm

pUse automatic DAG partitioning method to 
divide DAG into two tiers.

p Tasks are pushed into inter-socket task pool or 
intra-socket task pool accordingly

pUse bi-tier task-stealing policy to schedule tasks.



Evaluation platform

p A quad-socket quad-core architecture
p Each socket is a Quad-Core AMD Opteron™ 8380

p CAB sets up four squads with four workers each

Hardware Size
L2 cache size (each core) 512 KB
L3 cache size  (each socket) 6 MB
Main memory size 16 GB

Operation system Linux 2.6.29



Memory-bound applications

CAB can significantly improve the performance of 
memory-bound applications



Scalability

For all the input data size, CAB can improve the performance 
of memory-bound applications



Impact of BL

CAB can identify the best value for BL



Cache misses

CAB can reduce the shared cache misses for memory-
bound applications



CPU-bound applications

The extra overhead of CAB for CPU-bound 
applications is negligible



Drawbacks of CAB

Require information of input data

Require to set fixed boundary level, thus not 
applicable for irregular task graphs



CATS: Cache Aware Task-Stealing based on 
Online Profiling in Multi-socket Multi-core 

Architectures



Problem & Motivation

Utilize shared cache Waste shared cache

Leaf inter-socket task
Intra-socket task

Inter-socket task

Intra-socket subtree

Inter-socket tier

Intra-socket tier



Conditions of dividing a DAG

Too large to fit into 
shared cache Too small to utilize 

shared cache1. How to optimally divide 
a DAG into two tiers?

2. How to schedule 
tasks accordingly?



Other iterationsFirst iteration

Cache Aware Task-Stealing

Online DAG partitioner

Bi-tier task-stealing scheduler

Start 
execution Profiling Partitioning Executing End

Online DAG 
partitioner

Bi-tier task-stealing 
scheduler



DAG partitioner——profiling

Collect Size of Involved Data (SOID) of tasks

• Si is L2 cache misses of αi

S2+(S4+S5) S3+(S6+S7+S8)

S1+(S2+S4+S5)+(S3+S6+S7+S8)

Collected through 
PerfCounter

α1

α2 α3

α4 α5 α6 α7 α8

S5S4 S6 S7 S8

S2 S3

S1



DAG partitioner——partitioning

Partition DAG into two tiers according to SOID 
of tasks and the shared cache size

αp

α

DαP>Sc

Dα>Sc

Inter-socket task

αp

α

DαP>Sc

Dα<=Sc

Leaf inter-socket task

αp

α

DαP<Sc

Dα<Sc

Intra-socket task



CATS runtime environment

Each socket has an inter-socket task pool 

Each core has an intra-socket task pool

c0

Socket  0

I nt er - socket  
t ask pool

I nt r a- socket  t ask pool s

c1

Shar ed Cache
Socket  1

I nt er - socket  
t ask pool

c3c2

Shar ed Cache



Evaluation platform

A quad-socket quad-core architecture
Each socket is a Quad-Core AMD Opteron™ 
Processor 8380

Hardware & Software Size
L2 cache size (each core) 512 KB
L3 cache size  (each socket) 6 MB
Main memory size 16 GB
Operation system Linux 2.6.29
Compiler GCC 4.4.3



Benchmarks



Performance of memory-bound benchmarks

CATS can significantly improve the performance of 
memory-bound applications



Scalability of CATS

For all the input data size, CATS can improve the performance 
of memory-bound applications



L3 cache misses

CATS can reduce the shared cache misses for 
memory-bound applications



Performance of CPU-bound benchmarks

The extra overhead of CATS for CPU-bound 
applications is negligible



LAWS: Locality-Aware Work-Stealing for 
Multi-socket Multi-core Architectures
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Background

Processors: Multi-socket Multi-core Architecture
Memory: NUMA-based Memory Architecture

Core 1 Core 2

Cache

Memory

Core 1 Core 2

Cache

Memory

Inter-connect

Program: Directed Acyclic Graph (DAG)



Existing problem

Data allocation strategy — First-touch strategy

Core 1 Core 2

Cache

Memory

Core 1 Core 2

Cache

Memory

Inter-connect

First iteration Other iterations

Memory

Node 1 Node 2
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Locality-Aware Work-Stealing

Load-balanced task allocator
Adaptive DAG packer
Triple level work-stealing scheduler

Optimize 
memory 
access

Optimize 
shared cache 

access

Dynamic 
load-

balancing
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Load-balanced task allocator

Dual-socket arch.

Allocate data to all the 
memory nodes evenly

Store adjacent data in the 
same memory node
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Load-balanced task allocator (2)

Calculate the data allocated to each socket
i-th socket

The whole data set is [0,D), the data set of the i-th socket is 

Calculate the data range of each task according to 
the structure of the DAG

range of α

range of β

β is the i-th subtask of α



Adaptive DAG packer

LAWS further packs the tasks allocated to each 
socket into CF subtrees

CF root task

Intra-socket task
CF subtree



Adaptive DAG packer

Collect SOID of tasks

• Si is L2 cache misses of αi

S2+(S4+S5)
Collected through 

hardware  performance 
counter

α1

α2
α3

α4 α5 α6 α7 α8
S5S4 S6 S7 S8

S2 S3

S1

If SOID of a task can just be putted into the 
shared cache, the task is a CF root task

S1+(S2+S4+S5)+(S3+S6+S7+S8)

S3+(S6+S7+S8)
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Adaptive DAG packer - auto-tuning

Search for optimal packing



Triple-level work-stealing scheduler

Each socket has an inter-socket task pool
Each core has an intra-socket task pool

52



Evaluation platform

A quad-socket quad-core architecture
Each socket is a Quad-Core AMD Opteron™ 
Processor 8380

Hardware & Software Size

L2 cache size (each core) 512 KB

L3 cache size  (each socket) 6 MB

Main memory size 16 GB

Operation system Linux 3.2.0-14



Benchmarks & Schedulers

Evaluated Schedulers
• MIT Cilk[1]

• CATS[2]

• LAWS

Benchmarks

[1] Cilk: An efficient multithreaded runtime system. JPDC. 1996.
[2] CATS: Cache-Aware Task-Stealing based on online profiling in multi-socket multi-core architectures. ICS 2012.



Performance of LAWS

LAWS-NC：Does not optimize shared cache

LAWS can greatly improve the performance of 
all the benchmarks 55



Performance of LAWS（2）

Straggler socket: the socket that seldom accesses 
data from its local memory node.

LAWS can increase local memory access and 
reduce shared cache misses

56



Effectiveness of the DAG packer

Execution time of each iteration in LAWS

LAWS can find the appropriate DAG packing in several iterations

57



Scalability of LAWS

LAWS is scalable

58



Scalability of LAWS (2)

For all the input data size，LAWS can increase 
local memory accesses and reduce shared cache misses

59

Heat-ir

6p



Overhead of LAWS

The extra overhead of LAWS is negligible 
compared with Cilk and CATS

60



WATS: Workload-Aware Task Scheduling in 
Asymmetric Multi-core Architectures



Background

Asymmetric Multi-Core architectures (AMC)
u High performance
u Low power consumption

Symmetric Multi-core Architectures -> AMCs
u DVFS

Multi-core processor

c c c c



𝑐3 	𝑐2 	𝑐1 	
𝑐0 	

𝑇1 	 𝑇4 	𝑇3 	𝑇2 	

An example of the problem

T1, T2, T3 and T4 need 1.5t, 4t, t, 1.5t respectively on c0,
therefore, they need 3t, 8t, 2t, 3t on c1, c2 and c3

max{3t,8t,t,3t} = 8t max{3t,4t,2t,3t} = 4t

(1) One scheduling (2) Another scheduling



Scheduling problem in AMC

How to allocate m independent tasks with different 
workloads to AMCs with cores operating at k different 
speeds so that can minimize the makespan.

The task allocation problem in AMC c-group



Optimal solution



A near optimal solution

The number of tasks and their workloads are required



Workload-aware task scheduling

History-based task allocation 
uEstimate tasks’ workloads and allocate tasks to 

different c-groups

Preference-based task-stealing
uAdjust the workloads among different c-groups 

dynamically 



History-based workload estimation

Tasks completed in history are organized as 
task classes according to their function names.

TC(f, n, w) is used to represent a task class.

Function nameNum of tasksThe average workloads



Workload information updating

When a task T is completed, its task class’s 
information is updated.

TC1 (f1, n1, w1)

TC2 (f2, n2, w2)

TC3 (f3, n3, w3)

TCi (fi, ni, wi)

TCm (fm, nm, wm)

…
…

T(f, w)

f=fi

TCm+1 (f, 1, w)



Task class mapping

There are m task classes TCi (fi, ni, wi) (1<i<m)
in descending order of wi

The overall workload ni*wi is used as the 
workload of the task class TCi (fi, ni, wi)

The near optimal algorithm is applied to group 
task classes into task clusters that are mapped 
to c-groups.



Task allocation 

TC1 (f1, n1, w1)

TC2 (f2, n2, w2)

TC3 (f3, n3, w3)

TCi (fi, ni, wi)

TCm (fm, nm, wm)

…
…

Task cluster 1
(c-group 1)

Task cluster 2
(c-group 2)

Task cluster k
(c-group k)

T(f)

f=fi



Preference-based task-stealing

For AMC with k c-groups, each core needs k
task pools

Each core is given a preference list of task 
pools (rob the weaker first principle)

Preference list of the cores in the c-group Gi :

... ...

c
first

second
𝐺𝑖 	 𝐺𝑖+1	 𝐺𝑘 	𝐺𝑖−1	𝐺1	

{Gi, Gi+1, Gi+2, …, Gk, Gi-1, Gi-2, …, G1}



C-group Core Preference list
G1 c0 {G1, G2, G3}
G2 c1 & c2 {G2, G3, G1}
G3 c3 {G3, G2, G1}

Stealing strategy

Steal tasks according to the preference list

c0
Asymmet r i c Quad- cor e Ar chi t ect ur e

c3c1 c2

G1 G2 G3 G1G2G3 G1G2G3 G1 G2 G3



Evaluation - hardware

Dell 16-core computer that has four AMD Quad-
core Opteron 8380 processors
Emulated AMC architectures

Name 2.5GHz 1.8GHz 1.3GHz 0.8GHz

AMC1 2 2 2 10

AMC2 4 4 4 4

AMC3 2 0 0 14

AMC4 4 0 0 12

AMC5 8 0 0 8

AMC6 12 0 0 4

AMC7 16 0 0 0



Benchmarks

128 tasks were launched in each batch to fill up 
the cores



Schedulers

Cilk: Child-first task-stealing scheduler

PFT: Parent-First Task-stealing scheduler

RTS: Random Task-Snatching scheduler (a 
faster core snatches tasks from a slower core if 
the faster core cannot steal any task)

WATS: Workload-Aware Task Scheduler



Performance of WATS (1)

WATS can significantly improve
the performance of the CPU-bound 
applications



Performance of WATS (2)

Performance of GA in all 7 AMCs.

WATS can adapt to different AMCs



Scalability of 
history-based task allocation

Num of tasks with workloads of 8t, 4t, 2t and t is n, 
n, n, 128-n.

WATS is scalable, RTS is not scalable

n



Effectiveness of 
preference-based task-stealing

WATS-NP: a scheduler that only adopts history-
based task allocation

The preference-based task-stealing is very helpful when 
handling slightly unbalanced workloads



Task-snatching in WATS

WATS-TS: task snatching is integrated into WATS

It is not worthwhile to snatch tasks from slower cores 
since they are also close to completion in WATS.



EEWA: Energy-Efficient Workload-Aware 
Task Scheduling in Multi-core Architectures



γ0 and γ1 need 2t and t respectively on cores run at
frequency f0, power p0, therefore, they need 4t and 2t on 
cores run at frequency 0.5f0, power p1  (p1<p0)

An example of the problem

γ0 γ1

c0 c1

Time: 2t
Energy: 4tp0

Time: 4t
Energy: 4t(p0+p1)

Time: 4t
Energy: 8tp1

Time: 2t
Energy: 2t(p0+p1)



Energy efficient task scheduling

Without complex offline analysis, how to schedule a set 
of parallel tasks in an energy efficient manner at runtime 
on a multi-core architecture with DVFS support?

The energy efficient task scheduling problem

Tasks

DVFS-enabled
Cores

? ? ? ?



Existing Problems

How to choose appropriate frequency settings 
for different applications online?

How to schedule various tasks to cores run at 
different frequencies?



Design of EEWA

Workload-aware frequency adjuster
uEstimate tasks’ workloads
uAdjust the frequencies of cores 
uAllocate tasks to cores run at different frequencies

Preference-based task-stealing scheduler
uSchedule tasks among different cores dynamically 



Workload-aware frequency adjuster

Tasks completed in history are organized as task 
classes according to their function names.

TC(f, n, w) is used to represent a task class.

Runtime 
analysis

Build Core 
Count Table

Search 
Optimal Frequency

Three steps in the frequency adjuster



Build Core Count Table 

k task classes TCi (fi, ni, wi) (0<i<k-1) in descending 
order of wi

CCij: the number of cores operating frequency Fi that is needed to 
finish tasks in TCj within T.

T: The ideal batch time



Search for the solution

The k-tuple, denoted by (a0, ..., ai, ..., ak−1), corresponds to 
the k columns of the CC table from left to right, where ai
(0 ≤ i ≤ k − 1) means the element is selected. 

(2) Search from the bottom      
of the CC table

(3) If i<j, then ai < aj



Adjust the frequencies

After the solution is found, we adjust the 
frequencies of all the cores.



Preference-based task-stealing

If there are u c-groups, each core needs u task pools
Each core is given a preference list of task pools 

(rob the weaker first principle)

Preference list of the cores in the c-group Gi :
{Gi, Gi+1, Gi+2, …, Gu-1, Gi-1, Gi-2, …, G1}



C-group Core Preference list
G1 c0 {G1, G2, G3}
G2 c1 & c2 {G2, G3, G1}
G3 c3 {G3, G2, G1}

Preference-based Stealing strategy

Steal tasks according to the preference list

c0
Asymmet r i c Quad- cor e Ar chi t ect ur e

c3c1 c2

G1 G2 G3 G1G2G3 G1G2G3 G1 G2 G3



Evaluation – platform

Hardware: Four AMD Quad-core Opteron 8380
DVFS options

Benchmarks

Avail. Freq. 2.5GHz 1.8GHz 1.3GHz 0.8GHz



Benchmarks

We launch128 tasks in each batch to fill up the cores



Schedulers

Cilk: Child-first task-stealing scheduler 
(developed by MIT)

Cilk-D: If a core finds that there is no task in all 
the task pools, the core is scaled down to the 
lowest frequency

EEWA: Our Energy-Efficient Workload-Aware 
task scheduler



Performance of EEWA

EEWA can significantly reduce the energy consumption of 
CPU-bound applications without degrading the performance.



Compared with WATS[1]

WATS performs worse than EEWA because WATS cannot 
adjust the frequencies of cores to the optimal

[1] Q. Chen, Y. Chen, Z. Huang, and M. Guo. WATS: Workload- Aware Task Scheduling in asymmetric multi-core architectures. In IPDPS 2012.



Cores at different frequencies

Except the first batch, more than half of the cores are 
adjusted to run at the lowest frequency in most batches.



Overhead of EEWA

The overhead of EEWA does not change dramatically in 
different applications. They are less than 100ms.



Scalability of EEWA

EEWA can reduce more energy consumption when the 
number of cores increases



DWS: Demand-aware Work-Stealing in 
Multi-programmed Multi-core Architectures

101



Problem & Motivation

Aggressive feature of work-stealing
• On a k-core computer, k threads/workers are launched

Existing solutions
• Time-sharing - ABP yielding mechanism
• Space-sharing - Equal-partitioning



Time-sharing

ABP yielding mechanism
• If a thread fails to steal a task, it goes to sleep

C

Thread 1

Thread 2

Thread 3

Active Sleep

Cache



Space-sharing

Equal-partitioning mechanism
If m programs co-run on a k-core computer, 
each program is allocated k/m cores.

P1 … Pm …Pi …



Start from Equal-partitioning
Dynamically balance cores at runtime
• If pi cannot fully-utilized a core, it release the core
• If pi has too many tasks, it tries to obtain more cores

Demand-aware Work-Stealing (DWS)

Runtime Arch. of DWS

Release Obtain



Stealing algorithm - (Release)

A worker decides whether to release its core by itself

If a worker fails too many times 
(T_SLEEP) to steal a new task, it 

goes to sleep



Coordinator - (Obtain)

The coordinator decides whether to obtain more cores
• If a program has too many queued tasks, it should try to 

get some free cores

How 
Many? Which?

C1: The more queued tasks in a program, the more 
cores should the program obtain

C2: A program can take its allocated cores back

C3: A program cannot obtain the busy cores



Coordinator - How Many?

C1: The more queued tasks in a program, the 
more cores should the program obtain

Num of active workers Na

Num of queued tasks Nb

Num of free cores Nf

Num of released cores Nr

Num of cores expected Nw

How many:



Coordinator - Which?

Nw <= Nf

Nf < Nw <= Nf+Nr                                                  (C2)

Nw > Nf+Nr                                                                (C3)

Num of active workers Na

Num of queued tasks Nb

Num of free cores Nf

Num of released cores Nr

Num of cores expected Nw

• Randomly select Nw free cores

• Select Nf free cores + its (Nw-Nf) released core

• Nf free cores+its Nr released cores



Evaluation platform

A Dual-socket Quad-core computer with Hyper-
Threading Technology

Each socket is a Quad-Core Intel Xeon E5620
Hardware & Configuration Size/Version
L1/L2 cache size (each core) 256 KB/1MB

L3 cache size  (each socket) 12 MB

Main memory size 32 GB

Operation system Linux 2.6.32-38



Benchmarks

Calculate execution time:



Performance of DWS

DWS can significantly improve the performance of 
the benchmarks



Effectiveness of the coordinator

Without the coordinator, the performance of the 
benchmarks is degraded



Impact of T_SLEEP

We should choose T_SLEEP = k or 2k on a k-core computer



Thanks!

Questions?


